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Let's work on the first chapters of the book. 

Having read the chapters of the book  try to answer and do the following activities. You can use your book  

 

 At the end of Chapter 1, Joey says that there is an 'instinctive and immediate bond of trust and affection' 

between him and Albert. What does this mean? How do we show people that we trust them?  

 Can you describe the relationship between him and Albert? What quotes can you use to support your 

ideas? Using the book, provide any quotation you consider valid.  

 About chapter 5 & 6: At the start of Chapter 6, the soldiers are feeling 'buoyant with optimism'. What 

does this mean? Can you think of any other words / phrases to describe this feeling? 

 About Chapter 4 where Joey is sold to the army. Which emotions are felt by each character at that point 

in the story? Provide quotations that support your ideas.  
 

Vocabulary 
Group work 
Once you are told who you will be working with and what chapters you will be assigned and go over the 
following steps to cover new items of vocabulary.  

 Re-read the chapters you are assigned.  

 Underline the words you don't know the meaning of.  

 Write them on your folder 

 Look them up and find clear definitions for you.  

 Provide an example of your own.  

 Once finished, upload the assignment to a google drive.  

 Prepare a quizlet as shown in the example on my blog to be shared and played by your 
classmates.   
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Tense practice! 

 

The next day they 1)_____________(invite)  me to the end of term meeting. They 2)___________(have) a 

party afterwards and there would be lots of drinks, cake and sweets.  When we arrived at the old school’, 

the boys and girls 3)_________________(arrive) with their parents while teachers were organizing the last 

details. All of them 4) ___________________(dress up)  in their best clothes for the celebration. Seated in 

neat rows on the floor, the children 5)_________________ (look) at the teachers who were seating in front 

of them.  

My presence among their teachers did not seem to trouble any of the students, preoccupied  

as they were with the celebration that morning. To my surprise, I noticed that there was a wide range of 

ethnic groups at the assembly. As I later 6)_____________(find out), although most children were African, 

there were a number of white children from Zimbabwe and South Africa, two Chinese children and a little 

boy from the Indian subcontinent. 

The meeting 7)_____________(begin)  with the school song which they were singing in both languages, 

Setswana and English. Next on our program was the national anthem, this time the children were the 

protagonists. They 8)_____________________(prepare) that performance for the past month and a half.   

In one corner of the room I 9)______________(can)  see the  national flag. This school 10)_______________ 

(become) famous for these events among all the other schools in the area, and that was what made it 

special. They included football tournaments, netball games, swimming competitions, maths prizes, school 

camps, trips, etc.  

Bearing in mind the isolated location of the school, I was deeply impressed that the efforts the staff 

11)______________ (make) for years 12)__________________________(provide) all this for the children. 

To my surprise, I heard one boy mention that his football team 13)________________(be) to a town near 

the school to play a match some months before.  

Eventually it was time for the Head-teacher to say goodbye and wish everyone a happy holiday. At that 

moment, he made a pause and announced that I was the new teacher. He said “He 14)_______________ 

(come) all the way from England to be with us today, and we hope that he 15)_______________(join)  us at 

some point in the next  term.’  All eyes were upon me. ‘Don’t you think it 16)_______________(be) nice, 

children, if Mr Randall could join us next term and help us in our school?’ 

I also thought about it as a new and nice opportunity.  I must say I 17)_____________(think) about the 

possibility of leaving my country and moving some other place for some time. Now, the moment 

18)____________finally ______(come) for me to accept or decline the proposal. I 19)_____________(reach) 

the conclusion that the answer is Yes! I need a change. I 20)_______________(send) my resignation to the 

school where I 21)_______________currently_______________(work) and tell them about the change. If 

everything goes as planned, this 22)________________(be) the best experience ever. I’m thirty now, and if I 

did not do this, I 23)___________________(never-have) the chance to experience this again. 

I have been talking to some of the other teachers and they  told me how they actually work in the school. I 

24)_______________________(plan) what to do this year in junior 5 and have decided we will work with 

project about ecology. By the end of this year, my students 25)___________________(learn) a lot about the 

environmental problems. According to my plan, in July this year we 

26)__________________________(work) with different types of recycling techniques. I hope we all 

27)_________________ (enjoy) it.  


